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INDUSTRIAL AND 
MANUFACTURING 
CLEANING
Minimise downtime, maximise cleanliness: 
Tsebo’s Expert Industrial Cleaning

Experience matters: our experts tackle industrial cleaning challenges.

THE CHALLENGE

Industrial facilities face unique 
challenges in maintaining 
safety standards, quality, and 
ensuring efficiencies during 
operation. 

To ensure your premises and 
equipment are in best condition, it is 
crucial to partner with an experienced 
cleaning company that specialises 
in the industrial sector. Tsebo 
Cleaning and Hygiene understands 
the demanding nature of industrial 
operations, where tight deadlines 
and continuous operations require 
efficient and effective cleaning 
solutions. We excel at both rapid and 
thorough industrial cleaning while 
working closely with your production 
schedule to minimise downtime.



OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE 
OF SPECIALISED 
CLEANING SERVICES
Our tailored solutions cover a wide array of 
industrial cleaning needs, including high pressure 
cleaning, fire or flood damage clean-up, steam 
cleaning, and pest control. From deep cleaning 
ablutions to post-construction or pre-occupancy 
cleaning, our expertise covers it all.

Deep Cleaning Services: Our precision deep 
cleaning targets hidden locations, high-level 
cleaning, eliminating build up of dirt that is not 
only unsightly but can also become breeding for 
mould, rodents, insects, allergens, and pathogens. 
We employ specialised techniques and 
equipment to provide the solution that pertains 
to your site, including high level detail cleaning, 
cleaning hard surfaces and structures with high 
pressure equipment as well as disinfection.

Mould Remediation: Tsebo offers expert mould 
remediation services, which involve a multi-step 
plan to make your space less hospitable to mould. 
Periodic cleanings will keep mould managed in 
buildings, ensuring a healthy environment for 
your employees.

Environmentally Friendly and Sustainable 
Cleaning Agents: We prioritise the use of 
environmentally friendly and sustainable 
cleaning agents to minimise environmental 
impact while effectively cleaning industrial 
spaces. Our focus is on maintaining a 
contaminant-free and hygienically safe area 
during the cleaning process.

Food Safe Chemicals: We comply with chemicals 
specifically targeting to the food manufacturing 
space.  We are additionally HACCP compliant, 
ensuring that the correct equipment and 
consumables are coupled with the most 
efficient cleaning solution.  Specifically designed 
cleaning methodologies are tailored to prevent 
cross contamination whilst maintaining a safe 
environment for all staff and visitors.

Your Trusted Industrial Cleaning Partner:
With state-of-the-art equipment and a 
commitment to eco-friendly practices, 
Tsebo Cleaning and Hygiene Solutions 
ensures your industrial facility meets the 
highest cleanliness and safety standards. Let 
us help you create a hygienically clean and 
productive environment in your industrial 
workplace.

Our range of specialised 
cleaning services caters to 
various industries, including:

■ High-pressure cleaning
■ Rope access, anchor bolts, 

scaffolding and cherry-picker 
cleaning

■ Fire or flood damage clean-up
■ High-level dusting above 2.1m
■ Steam cleaning
■ Pipe and tube cleaning
■ Gutter cleaning
■ Spill response or cleaning
■ Yellow machinery or plant wash
■ Floor cleaning and sealing
■ Deep cleaning of ablutions
■ Post-construction or pre-occupancy 

cleaning
■ Kitchen Deep Cleaning (Canopy 

deep cleaning, fat traps and more)
■ Floor Care
■ Strip and Seal
■ Basement Cleaning
■ Carpet and Upholstery deep 

cleaning
■ Production machinery deep 

cleaning
■ Pest control
■ Hygiene Solutions
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THE BENEFITS
 Tsebo Cleaning and Hygiene Solutions 

delivers top-notch cleaning services 
to diverse industries, including 
manufacturing, food-processing, recycling, 
transport hubs, and more.

 Experienced professionals handle specific 
cleaning needs with a focus on safety and 
efficiency.

 We are committed to exceptional 
customer service and maintaining clean, 
safe, and healthy industrial workplaces.

 Health and Safety is another one of the 
Tsebo Drivers. We are fully committed to 
health and safety practices to ensure that 
everybody works in a safe environment 
and risks are mitigated. Our qualified 
H&S Managers do regular safety audits to 
ensure correct procedures are followed on 
all our sites.

When you choose Tsebo Cleaning 
and Hygiene Solutions you will 
always have complete peace of mind.

+27 (0)11 226 2300
info@tsebocleaning.co.za

GET IN TOUCH

Scan here 
to view or ESG 
highlights.

Cleaning and 
hygiene beyond 

the obvious

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY PRODUCTS

Tsebo Cleaning and Hygiene 
Solutions is your trusted 
partner for the industrial and 
manufacturing sector. With 
our expertise, state-of-the-art 
equipment, and commitment 
to eco-friendly and ESG driven 
practices, we ensure your 
industrial facility maintains the 
highest cleanliness and safety 
standards. Let us help you 
create a hygienically clean and 
productive environment in your 
industrial workplace. 

We have a nationwide 
footprint including offices 
in Johannesburg, Cape 
Town, Durban,  East London, 
Bloemfontein and Gqeberha


